R ECENT R EVIEWS
Magill’s Literary Annual, 2013
“For purchasers of the latest print edition of Magill’ s Literary Annual, Salem Press offers
complimentary access to an online archive of all past editions. Subscribers to the print version will know that each
annual edition includes signed reviews of 200 fiction and nonfiction books that were published in the past year. Indexes
in each two-volume Annual provide access to the reviews by title, author and category. Reviews include brief
biographical sketches of the author, lists of principle characters in fictional works, and citations for reviews published
elsewhere. Although the print edition of Magill’s Literary Annual is billed as a reader’s advisory tool, the online
archive is vastly superior for this purpose. The online archive, via Salem Literature, gathers all content from 37 years
of the print edition, from 1977 to 2013, and gives users the capability of searching across years. This experience is a
vast improvement over browsing the older annuals, or the cumulative print indexes (last published in 2010.)
The search interface offers options to limit a search to Title, Abstract, Top Matter/Keywords, or Full Text (the
default), and to further limit by genre. An advances search interface allows Boolean-style searching, limiting to
particular editions of the Annual, genre and location limiters, and additional delimiters of identity (i.e. ethnicity or
sexual orientation) and gender for biographies. Users may also browse the archive by genre and subgenre, or by
geographic location. Other browsing access points include alphabetical indexes of authors and works, both of which
may be delimited by genre. Libraries with standing orders for the print Magill’ s Literary Annual should by all means
activate their access to the online archive. As a no-cost enhancement for libraries that purchase the subsequent print
editions of the annual or have a standing order, this online archive is a fantastic deal. Summing Up: Highly
recommended. Lower-level undergraduates through researchers/faculty; general readers”
- CHOICE, January, 2014
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